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“We recently had Craig Karges perform at a business seminar
where most of the attendees were top-level executives who get to attend many
such functions.  When it comes to seeing speakers, business gurus and enter-
tainers our audience has ‘been there done that!’  At least that was the case
until they saw Craig Karges.  To put it simply, Craig astounded, delighted and
entertained our group with his unique performance.  I would highly recom-
mend Craig Karges to the event planner that is looking to find someone who
is truly different… Craig engages the audience and enthralls them.  The real
magic involved is how good you will look for bringing Craig to your group.”

Frank Daley, Vice President, AmeriQuest

THERE ARE SPEAKERS AND
THERE ARE ENTERTAINERS 
BUT THERE IS ONLY ONE
CRAIG KARGES! 
Karges has become incredibly popular with corporate and association
audiences for his ability to blend entertainment, message and motivation
in one remarkable presentation.

David Thomas, Associate Producer,
Fox News Channel



“Your presentation was excellent,marvelous, astounding,
humorous and extremely entertaining.  I took the chance to bring something
really unique to Chautauqua that evening and you certainly gave us an
amazing show.  Thank you for sharing your remarkable abilities with us and
for bending our minds and confounding our logic.” 

Marty Merkley, Vice President and Director of Programming, Chautauqua Institution

“Craig Karges is known for
his combination of the art
of magic and the power of
intuition to create one of
the most interesting and
impressive shows on stage.”

FOX 25, WFXT-TV, Boston

CRAIG KARGES AND EXPERIENCE THE EXTRAORDINARY,
an incredible one-man show unlike anything you have ever seen. When the
curtain falls, you are not certain whether you have been under the spell of a
wonderful illusion or you have witnessed an extraordinary reality.  
To describe it is impossible... to see it is unforgettable!





From Sardinia to Singapore and from Cancun to Cairo, Craig Karges’ performing schedule
has taken him around the world, appearing at corporate events, theatres, universities and
casino showrooms.  Karges has made over five thousand appearances in twenty-five

countries on four continents and in all fifty states.

Karges combines the art of magic with the science of psychology and
the power of intuition to create the impression that nothing is
impossible.  Tables float, minds are read, metal bends and your
imagination is challenged because you won’t believe your eyes!
Dennis Miller, comedian and media personality, put it this way after
seeing Karges perform, “This weirds me out!”

Audiences may be mystified when it comes to understanding how
Karges accomplishes what he does on stage but his popularity is no mystery at all.  The
extraordinist has made over forty national television appearances.  You’ve seen him on
The Tonight Show as well as CNN, Fox News Channel, CNBC, Lifetime and E! Karges has
starred in two, one-hour television specials.  The sheer number and diversity of his
television appearances is indicative of his widespread popularity.

Performance, the international touring talent weekly, named Karges’ touring show one of
the top five variety/family shows in North America.  The list also included illusionist
David Copperfield and Disney on Ice.  Performance magazine called the extraordinist’s
production “The next era in mystery entertainment.”  American Entertainment
Magazine named Karges one of the top five variety entertainers on the corporate
circuit.

Karges’ popularity soared while touring college campuses.  He was named Entertainer of the
Year ten times by the National Association for Campus Activities (NACA) and Campus
Activities Magazine.  Campus Activities Magazine crowned Karges “The Best Campus
Artist in the Last 25 Years” and also recognized him as “The Campus Market’s Most
Influential Act in the Last 25 Years!” He is also an elite member of the National Campus
Entertainment Hall of Fame. 

Even Karges’ peers find his work fascinating.  The National Speakers Association (NSA)
honored him with the Certified Speaking Professional (CSP) designation and the CPAE
Speaker Hall of Fame Award.  He was named the top performer in his field worldwide
by the international Psychic Entertainers Association.  The Christopher Foundation
presented Karges with The Mentalist Award for notable contributions to the art of
magic. 

While Karges acknowledges that he is an entertainer, and showmanship plays a role in what
he does, he insists that he does not prearrange anything with members of the audience.
Skeptical?  The extraordinist offers $100,000, payable to charity, if anyone can
prove he uses stooges or confederates from the audience to accomplish his
demonstrations.

“My goal is to entertain through the creation of mystery and open minds to
unlimited possibilities.  I try to make my audiences feel they are a part of something
they have never experienced before and hopefully will never forget,” says Karges.

THIS IS CRAIG KARGES!



Certified Speaking Professional
and CPAE Speaker Hall of 

Fame Member

— National Speakers Association

Top 5 Corporate Variety
Entertainers in America

— American Entertainment Magazine

Top 5 Touring Variety Shows

— Performance Magazine
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The Tonight Show, CNN, CNBC, 
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Lifetime and E!
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